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Bottle Packing Guide

Believe it or not, unpacking and packing bottles is one of the most time consuming parts of the print process
and we ask our customers sending us bottles to be mindful of excess packaging. 

If we feel that packaging is excessive we may add on a handling fee. To avoid additional charges, please see
our packing recommendations below. 

For printing we require the bottles to be
unpackaged and the lids removed. They
are secured in a tool at both ends within

the machine for printing... 

Minimising packaging - saves time, money and the environment! 

BOTTLE LABELS OR SLEEVES:
Paper sleeves or plastic labels
need to be removed prior to
printing. This adds on signi�cant
pre-praparation time as well as the
possibilty to need to remove any
glue residue fron the label/sleeve.

And please be aware that once printed
we will not adhere any label or sleeve
back to the bottle.

PLASTIC OR PAPER PACKING:
Additonal ‘protective packing’

such as a plastic bag or paper wrap
will be disposed of when unboxed.

These will not be re applied or
included in the re-packing of bottles.

We recommend leaving them
out entirely where possible. 

LABEL YOUR BOXES:
When receiving multiple

bottles from multiple
locations and clients -

we need to know what they
are and who they are from.

Label your deliveries
clearly on each box

to avoid confuion.

PLEASE INCLUDE:
Company name

Job reference
Number of bottles

Bottle spec
Number of boxes

Box number
(1of8, 2of8 etc)

How we need bottles
Tooling at both ends

Powder Coated
Insulated Bottle

White | 500ml
BOX IN A BOX IN A BOX:
Multiple boxes adds on
minutes to unpacking time.

For a few bottles, this might
not be an issue - but imagine
having to do this for
1000 bottles!

We recommend one
large box which houses
just individually boxed
bottles inside.
We will repackage
each bottle into its 
packaging a�er the
print has cured.  

FROM: FABULOUS BRANDING

JOB REF: OCEAN RIDERS
200 BOTTLES - WHITE 500ml

8 BOXES
BOX 4 OF 8


